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How can we understand a videogame? 

How can we study a videogame? 



A holistic approach to understanding games as text

•  Must treat them as expressive media and games
•  Need to take one step beyond the analysis of one researcher
•  Reception studies demonstrate the diversity of textual interpretation
•  Interactive and emergent texts such as games even more so than traditional media
•  Player perspectives may enrich textual analysis



The importance of the player 
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•  Games as interactive media  

•  User experience depends on playstyle, game literacy, and personal sensibilities 
•  Understanding the text means understanding the player, and vice versa 



The Player-Response Perspective 
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•  Earlier use: Espen Aarseth, Tamer Thabet, Torill 
Elvira Mortensen and myself 

“[A] theory of understanding game 
structures which includes an 
understanding of the empirical player as 
much as the model player”  
(Mortensen and Jørgensen, forthcoming) 



The Reader-Response Theory 
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•  Perspective from literary theory 

•  Wolfgang Iser, Umberto Eco, Roland Barthes 
•  The hermeneutic process 

•  Reader in focus – downplays the author 
If a tree falls in a forest and 
nobody is around to hear it, 

does it make a sound? 



Reader-Response vs. Player-Response 
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•  Reader-response not automatically applicable to games 

•  Procedurality, flexibility and interactivity  
•  «Interaction» vs «interaction» 

•  Not «texts» “Where the reader-response theory looked at 
the implied reader almost exclusively through 
looking at a text’s form and structure, player-
response theory stresses the idea that the 
structure includes the empirical player”  
(Mortensen and Jørgensen, forthcoming) 



Aim of the Player-Response Perspective 
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•  To empower the player in the meaning-making process 
•  A player-sensitive approach to understanding games 

•  Aligning player-oriented game research with a text-centric approach 



The Implied Reader 
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•  Wolfgang Iser’s implied reader:  

–  not reducable to target reader or reader imagined by the author 
–  Dynamic construction that steps out of the text through close scrutinty 

–  Must also understand how the real reader interacts with the text 
–  Looking at the reader to find the mechanisms that brings the text alive 
–  Understanding the reader in order to understand the text 



The Implied Player 
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•  We must study empirical players to get an insight into the nature of the implied player 

Ø  We must study empirical players to understand the text 

•  Compare Aarseth’s implied player: game design provides clues as to how the model 
player is supposed to play a certain game 

Ø  We must study the game’s design to understand the text 

 

«The implied player is both a player revealed by 
understanding the game rules, and a real player 
able to utilize them in an ultimate manner»  
(Mortensen and Jørgensen, forthcoming) 



The Player-Response Perspective in Practice 

•  Sensitivity towards subjective accounts – emotions and attitudes, but also 
interpretations 

•  Players as expert participants and co-researchers 

•  Allow responends to interpret and be critical, also towards the researcher. 

•  With what methods? 

–  Online discourse, reviews, walkthroughs 

–  Professional documents, test reports 

–  Ethnographic methods 
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From data triangulation to interpretation triangulation 

•  Player interpretations to broaden the analytical scope.
•  Insight in (sub)cultural viewpoints and diverse interpretative communities.
•  Insight in other gameplay styles and game literacy levels.
•  Include analysis of undiscovered game content.
•  Understand context and subjective aesthetic preferences.



Example: 
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